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NOTES ON T H E BREEDING-HABITS OF T H E 
LITTLE TERN. 

BY 

THOMAS LEWIS, F.R.S. 

THESE notes on the Little Tern (Sterna a. albifrons) would have 
been a good deal more complete had it not been for the almost 
daily raids of egg hunters upon the birds' nests in the colony 
which was under observation. This colony, new last year, 
is on the southern part of the Norfolk sea coast. The Little 
Tern, in company with a few pairs of Ringed Plover, nested 
on the shingle and sand immediately above the usual high-
water mark and up to the base of the sandhills, the highest 
of which formed good posts of observation ; other nests were 
placed upon high banks of shingle amongst the sandhills. 

The colony was formed by some fifty to sixty pairs of 
birds and at one period there were over forty nests on the 
beach. The birds and their habits were watched at frequent 
intervals between the first week of May when a few pairs 
arrived, until the 19th of June, on which date the colony was 
almost completely destroyed by an egg-collector who swept 
three-fourths of the eggs, most of them far gone in incubation 
and some actually chipping, from the beach. The observa
tions here recorded were made in part through glasses from 
the sandhills, a large number of nests thus coming under 
observation within a range of 150 yards, and upon three 
nests more especially, close in front of each of which a tent 
was set for several or many days. Some other nests quite 
near to the tent also came under close and continuous 
observation. 

For many days before the first eggs were laid (the first nest 
of three eggs was found on May 30th) the male birds began 
to carry fish to their partners. The female Terns would sit 
on the sand, stand preening or bathe in the pools of water 
left by the receding tide ; and here on the strand the male 
birds would visit them assiduously, usually carrying in their 
bills a small fish or sand-eel. Along the line of breakers or 
a little way beyond it, ranged the flying Tern, wheeling about, 
hovering and, ever and anon, dipping to the sea, with that 
graceful dive which so characterizes this and the allied species 
in their fishing. 

A Tern comes back from a successful hunt and drops 
gracefully on the beach, the fish held nipped by the head and 
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dangling from the point of the bird's bill. With head held 
up and bill horizontal he takes that number of short, quick 
steps which bring him beside his mate. He approaches 
nearer till he faces her and then, if she is sitting on the sand, 
bows down his head, the whole body being horizontal and the 
wings raised a little above the level of his back. Sometimes 
she snatches it at once and swallows it ; sometimes she pays 
no heed to him, while he trots around, becoming more and 

LITTLE TERN : The male bringing fish. The female is calling to him. 
Note the cleaner margin of the black cap in the male. (Nest No. I.) 

(Photographed by T. Lewis.) 

more agitated, taking little runs away and back or around 
and frequently offering the fish again. She may try his 
patience sorely, maintaining her reserve for very many 
minutes before she accepts the gift; her apathy is not 
infrequently complete, and he at last, in despair, flies away 
to seek another hen, or returns a little later in renewed 
solicitation. Now and again the male ends the scene by 
bolting the fish himself and flying out to sea. When the 
female takes the proffered morsel, she seizes it across its 
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middle and with a quick jerk forces it head downwards into 
her throat. It disappears in an instant. When she takes 
the fish, the male strikes his curious pose, standing erect 
with neck and bill craned aloft, he screams triumphantly. 
It is the time of mating and the scenes now enacted are those 
which precede and are associated with the act of pairing. 
From time to time as the birds are watched there comes a 
Tern carrying fish like many another. His bride hails him 

LITTLE TERN : The male offering fish to the sitting female. She has 
risen sufficiently to expose the part of one egg. Note the cleaner 

margin of the black cap in the male. (Nest No. 2.) 

{Photographed by T. Lewis.) 

with a loud cry and crouches on the sand, her under-feathers 
erect, her wings drooped and quivering. He drops beside 
her and struts around, dangling the fish, and after a little 
time sidles up to her. The fish may now be offered at once 
and accepted, and almost at once pairing takes place; less 
frequently the fish is not yet offered, but is retained in 
the bill of the male while the act of pairing occurs ; in 
that case it is transferred from bill to bill immediately 
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afterwards, the ceremony of feeding being precisely as already 
described.* 

A few weeks later and the birds are pressing and scratching 
simple hollows in the sand, laying or sitting in numbers. The 
eggs are laid at daily intervals, but incubation starts before 
the second egg is laid (observations on four nests). The 
period of incubation still remains uncertain, the almost daily 
interference with the nests rendered a sufficient number of 

LITTLE TERN : The male's pose while his mate swallows the fish. 
(Nest No. i.) 

(Photographed by T. Lewis.) 

accurate observations impossible. At a nest which contained 
three fresh eggs on May 30th one egg was chipping on the 
18th of June, but next day the nest, like most of those remain
ing on the beach, was robbed. The period at this nest would 
have been twenty to twenty-two days. During the days 

* In the account up to,this point it is presumed tha t the male and 
never the female brings fish, for where the distinction of sex becomes 
clearer from subsequent acts, the carrier of fish is always to be identi
fied as the male. 
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when the eggs are being laid, and for a number of days after
wards, the hen bird sits almost continuously. At irregular 
intervals, which may be as short as half an hour, but which 
are usually a good deal longer, the hen will leave the nest at 
the approach of the male. She stands in the neighbourhood 
of the nest or flies away while he goes on, but her absence is 
of brief duration ; five or ten minutes do not pass before she 
comes again. Usually the male then leaves the nest at once 
and flies or stands around, sometimes she urges him off the 
nest by prodding beneath him with her bill. These short 
rests afforded to the hen bird by the male were recorded at 
three nests by repeated and daily observations, and I believe 
them to be the rule. In my experience the eggs are never 
left uncovered willingly for longer periods than a few minutes, 
however hot or sultry the day. Incubation is continuous. 
The Terns show an evident anxiety to keep the eggs covered 
and return to the nests with nruch boldness. It is during 
these same days of laying and early incubation, while the 
hen bird is almost always on the nest, that she is fed by her 
mate. At some nests, especially those viewed at a distance, 
a fish was seen to be brought at almost regular intervals of 
five to ten minutes over periods of an hour or more. At the 
nests before the tent the intervals were generally longer, a 
half hour or even more. It is the rule for the hen to be fed 
without leaving the nest if the birds show no signs of nervous
ness, though there are exceptions. In nests placed before 
the tent, the hen is fed on the nest or at some little distance. 

• If fed while sitting, she rises off the eggs to swallow the fish, 
standing in the nest's cup and just exposing the eggs. She 
always greets her mate as he flies over or around with loud 
cries, which are continued up to the moment when the fish 
is taken. She may move a foot or more off the nest and take 
the fish while standing, returning almost at once to sit. When 
the male is nervous he may call her off the nest and feed her 
twenty paces or more from the nest or even at the edge of the 
sea. In some of these last feeding scenes, just before the fish 
was taken and at the meeting of the two birds, their heads 
were wagged slowly and regularly from side to side. 

During the early days of incubation, when the male bird 
is about to take the place of the female for a few minutes, a 
curious incident is often seen. As he flies over or approaches 
by running over the sand, she picks up, as she sits, fragments 
of pebble from the surrounding sand, bringing them into the 
cup of the nest and depositing them. It is a signal of the 
coming change of place which rarely fails. When he actually 
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comes to the nest, she rises and walks off; but not infrequently 
she continues to pick up stones, sometimes quite large stones 
or bits of stick, and jerks them to one side with a sharp move
ment of her head. A similar action is witnessed in the case of 
the Ringed Plover. This curious display on her part takes 
place while the male is arranging the eggs beneath him 
preparatory to sitting, and of it he seems always sublimely 
indifferent. The purpose, if it has a purpose, is not at all 
clear. I can record it of the female only, though unable to 
assert that the action is performed by her alone. Presum
ably it constitutes the remnant of a nest-repairing instinct, 
which is all but dead in these birds. The sole repair necessary 
in a Tern's nest is an occasional deepening of the sandy cup ; 
this is frequently necessary when the sand is drifting. It is 
accomplished by rotating her breast upon the nest and flinging 
out the excess of sand backwards with the feet; a fact which 
has been recorded in the case of other species, but not, I 
think, of the Little Tern. In scooping out the sand, the 
bird rests forward on her sternum and the depressed angles 
of the wings. 

During the later days of incubation (conclusive observations 
on one nest only) male and female Tern incubate for alternate 
periods of approximately an hour. At this nest the new 
regime started about the fourth day after the laying of the 
last egg and was continued regularly for two weeks. With 
the changed regime the male no longer brought fish to the 
female, each bird hunting its own prey. 

It may be asked how the male and female birds were 
identified. Such identification was absolute at two nests, 
to which most of my notes refer, for in one an egg was laid 
while I was in the tent, and at the other the pairing of the 
birds was seen quite close to the nest; it occurred actually 
during the period of incubation. At the third nest identifica
tion was by inference ; the bird constantly on the nest during 
the early days of incubation was naturally regarded as the 
female. At all these nests the bird identified as the male 
brought fish to its sitting mate. At each nest, a very few 
hours in the company of the birds made distinguishing marks 
clear, and the male or female could be recognized almost at 
the instant it came in view. At all nests I made careful 
sketches of the birds' heads, seen in side view, copying 
accurately the smallest irregularity at the margin of the black 
cap. Of the six birds none were alike in this respect; the 
little variations at the meeting of black and white were in 
themselves sufficient to identify any one of the six. Judging 



LITTLE TERN : Early days of incubation. The male is settling on the nest ; the female has picked 
up a large pebble which she will soon cast on one side. 

(Photographed by T Lewis.) 



LITTLE TERX : A similar scene to the last. The female has picked up a piece of driftwood after 
leaving the nest. 

(Photographed by T. Lewis.) 
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from these six birds, however, I would say that there are other 
marks of distinction which, if indeed insufficient to identify 
male and female, come very near to doing so. The male bird 
holds himself and his plumage more angularly: the female 
has a distinctly more demure aspect. The male is the more 
vigorous in his actions. The margin of the black cap in the 
male is cut as a cleaner line, the irregularities, often confined 
to the female, are always greater in the female, and her black 
cap is not infrequently broken by one or more very small 
patches of white or grey. ' I think also that the black of the 
male's head is a little more deeply pigmented or more glossy, 
and that it extends a little farther down on the nape. In 
respect of one pair there was a very sharp distinction in the 
colour of legs and feet; in the male these were almost bright 
orange, while in the female they were a very dusky red, almost 
brown. The actual point upon which I relied for recognition 
of a bird under observation was, however, the form of the 
black cap at its margin ; until I had seen this clearly and 
knew my bird, referring to my sketches when in the smallest 
doubt, I made no note of sex. These little differences in 
marking are clearly displayed by several of the accompanying 
photographs-


